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The OECD is consulting the public on a draft OECD Recommendation on Digital Security of Critical 

Activities (“draft Recommendation”) that aims to replace the 2008 OECD Recommendation on the Protection 

of Critical Information Infrastructures (“CIIP Recommendation”).  

What is this draft Recommendation about?  

The draft Recommendation provides guidance to governments on how to develop digital security policies 

for critical activities without inhibiting the benefits from digital transformation. It should be read in 

conjunction with the 2015 OECD Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security Risk Management for 

Economic and Social Prosperity.  

The draft Recommendation focuses on critical economic and social activities. It does not cover defence and 

national/international security. 

What are OECD Recommendations and how are they used? 

OECD Recommendations are adopted by the OECD’s governing body, the Council, and result from the 

substantive work carried out in the Organisation’s committees and their subsidiary bodies. 

Recommendations generally contain high-level policy directions based on agreed good practices and 

aspirational goals, and serve to highlight the importance of specific work areas in the context of broader 

international policy-making. They are not legally binding, but practice accords them great moral force as 

representing the political will of Members and non-Members having adhered to them (Adherents), on whom 

there is an expectation to do their utmost to fully implement them.  

For more information, please consult the online Compendium of OECD Legal Instruments. 

Why is the OECD developing this new Recommendation?  

In 2008, “critical information infrastructure protection” (CIIP) was a nascent policy area. The CIIP 

Recommendation was the first international instrument raising awareness and providing policy guidance 

about it. Today, the stakes are much higher: critical economic and social activities are considerably more 

digital-dependent, and digital security risk has become a potential source of major disruption. In addition, 

the digital security public policy landscape has significantly evolved, in particular with the adoption of 

national digital security (or cybersecurity) strategies. International policy guidance needs to be updated to 

take into account such economic and social, policy, technology and other evolutions. 

What does the draft Recommendation aim to accomplish?  

The draft Recommendation put forward through this public consultation aims to modernise the protection of 

critical information infrastructure protection (CIIP) in the era of digital transformation by applying the 

OECD digital security risk management approach to the protection of critical economic and social activities.  

This approach is based on the Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security Risk Management for 

Economic and Social Prosperity. The Recommendation calls on leaders and decision makers in governments, 

businesses and other organisations to address digital security risk as an economic and social challenge rather 

than only a technical or digital infrastructure issue. In other words, it recommends to focus primarily on 

digital security risk to economic and social activities rather than only on the digital infrastructure on which 

these activities rely. Digital security risk management should be integrated in entreprise-wide risk 

management and decision making processes in order to protect economic and social activities without 

inhibiting the potential benefits of the digital transformation.  

The draft Recommendation clarifies how policies to enhance digital security of critical economic and social 

activities should integrate into broader national risk management, what measures operators should be 

encouraged to take, and how governments can support them. It also provides guidance for the establishment 

of partnerships as a means to address challenges raised by cross-sector and cross-border dependencies. 

What is the current status of the draft Recommendation?  

The draft Recommendation is work in progress at the OECD and its content may be subject to modification, 

including as a result of this public consultation.  

http://oe.cd/ciip
http://oe.cd/ciip
http://oe.cd/dsrm
http://oe.cd/dsrm
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/
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Who can participate in the public consultation and how?  

Comments are welcome from experts in governments, businesses, civil society and other stakeholder groups. 

More specifically, the draft Recommendation is likely to be of interest to: 

 Government policy makers in charge of digital security (or cybersecurity), protection of critical 

infrastructure,  national risk management, public safety, etc.  

 Operators of critical activities / infrastructures, the list of which varies across countries but typically 

includes key businesses and organisations in the banking and finance, transport, energy, public 

health, water, and food sectors. Defence is not in the scope of the draft Recommendation.  

 Experts from civil society, the technical community and academia. 

In responding to the consultation, you are invited to address the following questions:  

1. Do you agree with the draft Recommendation?  

2. Is the draft Recommendation sufficiently clear, including its scope, structure and detailed content? 

How could it be improved?  

3. Which areas would require to be further explained or developed?  

Comments in English or French should be sent to digitalsecurity@oecd.org. Your response will be made 

available to the public unless you clearly indicate that you wish it to be kept confidential.  

If you have questions or need further information, please send a message to digitalsecurity@oecd.org.  

What will be the next steps after the public consultation?  

Responses will be analysed by the OECD Secretariat and taken into consideration in developing the final 

version of the revised Recommendation and its explanatory document. 

How was the draft Recommendation developed?  

The draft Recommendation has been developed on the basis of an analysis of the responses to a questionnaire 

circulated in 2016 and 2017 to OECD delegations (“Policies for the Protection of Critical Information 

Infrastructure (CIIP): Ten Years Later”, see below) and with the support of an informal multistakeholder 

group of experts. It incorporates input from OECD Members and non-Members, representatives of business 

and industry, civil society and the Internet technical community, provided through official meetings and 

written comments.  

The work takes place at the OECD Working Party on Security and Privacy in the Digital Economy (SPDE) 

and its parent body, the Committee on Digital Economy Policy (CDEP).  

Documents and links  

OECD (2019), Policies for the Protection of Critical Information Infrastructure (CIIP): Ten Years Later. 

(forthcoming – check the public consultation web page) 

OECD (2015), Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security Risk Management for Economic and 

Social Prosperity and Companion Document – http://oe.cd/dsrm 

OECD (2008), Recommendation of the Council on the Protection of Critical Information Infrastructures – 

http://oe.cd/ciip  

About the OECD 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is an intergovernmental 

organisation established in 1961 in Paris, France. It aims to promote policies that will improve the economic 

and social well-being of people around the world.  

More: www.oecd.org/about

mailto:digitalsecurity@oecd.org
mailto:digitalsecurity@oecd.org
http://oe.cd/dsrm
http://oe.cd/ciip
http://www.oecd.org/about/
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DRAFT OECD RECOMMENDATION ON  

DIGITAL SECURITY OF CRITICAL ACTIVITIES 

  

THE COUNCIL, 

HAVING REGARD to Article 5 b) of the Convention on the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development of 14 December 1960; 

HAVING REGARD to the Recommendation of the Council concerning Guidelines Governing the 

Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data  [C(80)58/FINAL as amended]; 

Recommendation of the Council on Principles for Internet Policy Making [C(2011)154]; the 

Recommendation of the Council on the Governance of Critical Risks [C/MIN(2014)8/FINAL] 

Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security Risk Management for Economic and Social 

Prosperity [C(2015)115] (hereinafter the “Digital Security Risk Recommendation”) and the 

Declaration on the Digital Economy: Innovation, Growth and Social Prosperity (Cancún Declaration) 

[C(2016)116];  

HAVING REGARD to the experience and best practices that emerged from the implementation of 

the Recommendation of the Council on the Protection of Critical Information Infrastructures 

[C(2008)35], which this Recommendation replaces; 

RECOGNISING that 

 Digital transformation affects all economic and social activities, spurring innovation and 

generating significant benefits, but also exposes these activities to increasing digital security 

risk; 

 Digital security risk results from potential intentional or unintentional threats that are cross-

border in nature, that can exploit vulnerabilities and produce incidents affecting the 

availability, integrity and confidentiality of the data, hardware, software and networks on 

which these activities rely; 

RECOGNISING that the multiplicity and complexity of digital dependencies across sectors and 

borders and along critical activities' value chains create a shared digital security risk that no single 

actor can significantly reduce for all; that each actor is therefore dependent upon and responsible 

towards all others to manage digital security risk; 

RECOGNISING that international co-operation as well as partnerships within and across the public 

and private sectors are essential to approach digital security risk to critical activities in a coherent 

and holistic manner; 

RECOGNISING that the Digital Security Risk Recommendation provides a robust framework to 

strengthen digital security of economic and social activities without reducing the opportunities 

offered by digital transformation; 

RECOGNISING that enhancing the digital security of critical activities must be a priority for 

national policy and international co-operation; 

RECOGNISING that the consequences of digital security incidents affecting critical activities run 

by public and private operators may extend beyond the interests of these operators, affect a whole 

society and others beyond borders; that, as a consequence any residual risk taken by these operators 

may affect all those who depend on such activities as well as society as a whole; and that, on the 

opposite, digital security risk management benefits the society as a whole; 

RECOGNISING that critical activities run by different operators in different sectors and countries 

depend on the same digital technologies and therefore can be simultaneously disrupted by threats 

exploiting common vulnerabilities; that digital security incidents can propagate extremely quickly 

across operators, sectors and borders; and that disruptions in the delivery of critical activities caused 

https://one.oecd.org/document/C(2011)154/en/pdf
https://one.oecd.org/document/C/MIN(2014)8/FINAL/en/pdf
https://one.oecd.org/document/C(2015)115/en/pdf
https://one.oecd.org/document/C(2016)116/en/pdf
https://one.oecd.org/document/C(2008)35/en/pdf
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by digital security incidents in one place can cascade onto other operators, sectors and countries, 

potentially affecting regions and international stability; 

MINDFUL that the management of digital security risk to critical activities should respect privacy 

and personal data protection; 

MINDFUL that Members and non-Members adhering to this Recommendation (hereinafter the 

“Adherents”) have different cultures and styles of government, and  use different terminologies in 

their policies to enhance digital security of critical activities; 

On the proposal of the Committee for Digital Economy Policy: 

I.  AGREES that the purpose of this Recommendation is to provide detailed guidance on how 

to implement the Digital Security Risk Recommendation to maintain the continuity, resilience and 

safety of critical activities. 

II.  AGREES that, for the purpose of this Recommendation: 

 Critical activities refer to economic and social activities, the interruption or disruption of 

which would have serious consequences on: 

‒ national security, including government continuity and the health, safety, security of 

citizens; or  

‒ the effective functioning of services essential to the economy and society; or  

‒ economic and social prosperity more broadly. 

 Operators are the public and private entities that carry out critical activities.  

 Critical functions refer to the functions without which operators could not effectively carry 

out their critical activities.  

 Digital ecosystem refers to the digital environment that supports an operator’s critical 

functions along the value chain of critical activities. It includes digital assets such as 

hardware, software, networks and data, operational technologies that detect or cause changes 

in physical processes, as well as the internal and external entities, persons and processes that 

design, maintain and operate them, and the relationships between them.  

PUBLIC POLICY GOVERNANCE 

III.  RECOMMENDS that Adherents:   

1. Adopt at the highest level of government clear objectives to strengthen digital security and 

resilience of critical activities, and ensure consistency with other risk and sector-specific 

strategies.  

2. Apply state-of-the-art digital security risk management to the provision of critical digital services 

by the government. 

3. Adopt and disclose a domestic governance mechanism that allocates responsibility and 

authority to specific government bodies for developing and implementing, together with relevant 

stakeholders, policies to enhance digital security of critical activities within and across sectors, 

and that identifies, where appropriate, any supporting role played by government bodies in 

charge of national security and defence. 

4. Ensure domestic co-ordination in order to:  

 Establish intra-governmental co-operation, taking full account of the importance of dialogue 

between digital security and sectoral experts; 

 Ensure consistency of the measures adopted across sectors and resolve potential competing 

policy objectives; 
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 Allocate resources effectively across responsible government bodies and create a critical 

mass of expertise and skills; and 

 Facilitate cross-border co-operation. 

5. Strengthen international co-ordination by: 

 Sharing information regarding the roles and responsibilities of government bodies in charge 

of digital security risk management of critical activities with other Adherents’ counterparts 

to improve timeliness of cross border co-operation; and 

 Supporting capacity building efforts in other countries, as appropriate. 

6. Establish evidence-based monitoring and supervision cycles to: 

 evaluate and appraise appropriate implementation of voluntary and mandatory requirements 

by operators; and  

 enable continuous improvement of policies, legal frameworks and self-regulatory schemes 

in order to meet the expected level of protection. 

IV. RECOMMENDS that Adherents integrate digital security risk to critical activities in national 

risk management such that:  

 National risk assessments enable identification of critical activities and their operators, taking 

into consideration the critical activities’ value chain; and 

 Operators are encouraged to conduct an enterprise risk assessment to identify critical 

functions; 

POLICY MEASURES FOR OPERATORS 

V. RECOMMENDS that Adherents ensure that operators are responsible for the management of 

digital security risk to critical functions to protect the continuity, resilience and safety of critical 

activities that they operate.  

Adherents should ensure that operators effectively reduce the digital security risk to critical functions 

to a level acceptable for society, consistent with national risk assessment, by encouraging or 

requiring, where appropriate, that they take prevention, detection, response and preparedness 

measures. Such measures should include:  

Governance – establishing a digital security risk assessment and treatment framework 

 Assigning responsibility for digital security risk management tothe highest level of 

leadership; 

 Integrating digital security risk management and digital security governance within their 

overall cyclical risk management framework;  

 Adopting an internal digital security risk management policy that defines: 

‒ Responsibilities and modalities for accountability, based on roles and abilities to act,  

with respect to digital security risk ownership, assessment and treatment, residual risk 

acceptance, and processes to review digital security risk-related decisions at different 

levels; 

‒ Modalities to ensure that digital security risk management is systematically integrated 

into strategic and operational decisions related to the use of digital technologies; and that 

decision makers are informed and supported by digital security experts; 

 Investing in human resource development for digital security; 

 Encouraging state-of-the-art digital security risk management along the supply chain; 
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 Mapping the operator’s digital ecosystem, including internal and external dependencies,to 

identify the components that are essential to the critical functions; 

 Conducting cyclical digital security risk assessments of critical functions, taking into 

account the operator’s digital ecosystem and the potential impact that digital security 

incidents could have on the operator itself, on third parties, in particular other operators, 

including across sectors, and on the economy and society as a whole;  

 On the basis of the digital security risk assessment, determining the level of digital security 

risk to be reduced, transferred, avoided, and accepted (risk treatment).  

Protection – implementing appropriate security measures to reduce digital security risks to 

critical functions  

 Determining  measures related to the operator’s digital architecture, administration, 

identification and access management, digital security maintenance as well as physical and 

environmental security;  

 Sharing with the government and experts, as appropriate, information about the economic 

and social impacts of incidents with a view to informing the improvement of digital security 

public policy frameworks. 

Defence – putting in place processes and measures to defend against and respond to incidents 

 Setting up security incident detection and logging systems and carrying out appropriate 

analyses; 

 Setting up incident management processes and measures as well as response capabilities (e.g. 

CERTs) and up-to-date procedures for handling response and analysis of incidents; 

 Reporting incidents, including near-misses, according to their level of criticality, to a relevant 

government body and other relevant entities or fora (e.g. sectoral cooperation fora), as 

appropriate; 

 Disclosing incidents to the public, as appropriate.   

Resilience – adopting appropriate preparedness measures to ensure the continuity of critical 

functions 

 Adopting strategic objectives and plans for business continuity and crisis management, while 

taking safety into account;  

 Testing and improving business continuity and crisis management plans regularly, including 

by organising, co-organising and participating in internal, cross-operator, cross-sector and 

cross-border exercises;  

 Ensuring business leadership in crisis management planning and implementation, with the 

support of digital security technical experts. 

PARTNERSHIPS 

VI.  RECOMMENDS that Adherents promote sustainable partnerships to ensure that digital 

security risk management of critical activities appropriately takes account of dependencies across 

sectors and borders and create the conditions for trust in those partnerships. To that effect, Adherents 

should: 

1. Develop partnerships for policy development and implementation by: 

 Establishing an open dialogue at the national level between operators and relevant public 

actors to determine and implement the measures that operators should take, taking into 

account the specificities of each sector as well as the business, resources, regulatory, and 

market constraints of operators, including small and medium-sized enterprises; 
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 Supporting private-private cooperation by facilitating structured dialogue among operators 

within the same sectors and on a cross-sectoral basis, as well as other relevant private actors 

(e.g. vendors), in view of fostering exchanges on digital security expertise, threats and risk 

management, thus enabling the necessary scale change of digital security policies through 

operators’ empowerment on these matters; 

 Encouraging dialogue between digital security and business / sectoral experts, to facilitate 

the adaptation and improve the understanding of business / sector specificities and constraints 

by digital security experts, and vice-versa; and 

 Proactively engaging in bilateral and multilateral co-operation to share knowledge and 

experience with respect to domestic policies, practices and co-ordinating models with 

operators; to develop a common understanding of: i) how to manage digital security risk to 

critical activities with cross-border dependencies and interdependencies; ii) generic and 

sector-specific digital security vulnerabilities, threats, incidents and impacts on critical 

activities, and to facilitate collective action to address them. 

2. Strengthen operational co-operation by: 

 Fostering partnerships for operational co-operation among operators within and across 

sectors and borders, on incident prevention, detection, and response with a view to 

encouraging information sharing and exchange on threats, vulnerabilities, incidents, impact 

and risk management practice; 

 Creating the conditions for formal and informal operational co-operation between operators 

when it does not already exist, including without government participation, for example, 

when it could impact trust relationships among partnerships' participants; 

 Creating the conditions for digital security exercises to take place with relevant operators, 

within and across sectors and borders, in order to strengthen digital security preparedness; 

test and improve strategic decision making and co-ordination mechanisms; 

 Encouraging operators to participate in international or regional networks for watch, warning 

and incident response to enable robust information sharing and co-ordination at the 

operational level, as well as to better manage crisis in case of an incident developing across 

borders;  

 Supporting cross-border collaboration for, and information sharing on, public-private 

research and development for the protection of critical activities against digital security risk, 

including development of methodologies for impact assessment of digital security incidents; 

and 

 Support advanced research, foster innovation and work together to develop digital security 

risk management skills and knowledge that will help create a skilled workforce for the future. 

3. Set up trust conditions for sustainable partnerships which ensure that:  

 the aims and values of partnerships are transparent and shared; 

 the roles of the various parties involved are clear; 

 partnerships are based upon clear rules accepted by all partners;  

 partners mutually benefit from the partnership, including by creating the conditions for 

operators to share information with and receive information from the government; and 

 the information shared by operators and the government (i) is disclosed only to the 

appropriate audiences, including by subjecting it to appropriate information sharing 

protocols; (ii) is managed in a responsible manner, consistent with privacy and personal data 

protection regulations; and (iii) will only be used for defensive purposes. 
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4. Protect the confidentiality of risk and risk management-related information shared by operators 

with the government so as not to unnecessarily expose the operator's reputation and commercial 

interest.  

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 

VII. RECOMMENDS that Adherents support digital security risk management and resilience of 

critical activities by: 

1. Developing/Fostering an incident response capability, such as a computer security incident 

response team (CERT/CSIRTs), in charge of monitoring, warning, alerting and carrying out 

recovery measures, as well as mechanisms to foster closer co-operation and communications 

among those involved in incident response;  

2. Facilitating co-operation among CERTs/CSIRTs and operators, including incident reporting 

and analysis,  to promote swift and effective voluntary operational cooperation; 

3. Promoting international digital security standards, such as methodologies, baseline security 

manuals, best practice and tools;  

4. Providing support to operators, as appropriate, for example by sharing information on threats 

and vulnerabilities, supporting operators in assessing risks and establishing appropriate measures 

to treat them, providing assistance and/or guidance in case of incident or crisis, as well as by 

providing toolkits, methodologies, best practices and tools;  

5. Fostering the development of the global market for a variety of trusted security services and 

products, including managed services, audit and response services, including where appropriate 

through certification and other mechanisms for credible signalling of the nature and degree of 

security;  

6. Sharing, as appropriate, with operators and other actors, appropriately aggregated statistical 

data from incident reporting and working at the international level to ensure the international 

comparability of such statistics; 

7. Supporting the development of a skilled workforce that can manage cross-sector and sector-

specific digital security risk; and 

8. Adopting and encouraging the adoption of responsible and co-ordinated vulnerability 

disclosure schemes, as well as encouraging and protecting security researchers. 

VIII. INVITES the Secretary-General to disseminate this Recommendation. 

IX. INVITES Adherents to the Digital Security Risk Recommendation to take due account of, 

and adhere to, this Recommendation. 

X. INSTRUCTS the Committee for Digital Economy Policy to review the implementation of 

this Recommendation and report to Council within five years of its adoption and every ten year 

thereafter.  

 


